
 

WP3 second technical meeting 

Florence, May 31st 2018. 
 

Participants 
Djamila Ben-Miloud (European Commission), Moelker (MoJ / NL), Mariangela Biasiotti (CNR-ITTIG), 
Fabrizio Turchi (CNR-ITTIG / IT), Gerardo Giardiello (CNR-ITTIG / IT), Mattia Epifani (CNR-ITTIG / IT), 
Johann Kickinger (MoJ / AT), Nikolaos Matskanis (CETIC / BE). 
 
 
The aims of the meeting were the following: 

1. defining the roles played by each project in the Exchange processing 
a. debating the impacts of the Evidence Exchange Standard Package (EESP) application 

on e-CODEX and on the other projects 
b. establishing the EESP application location/place inside the system 

2. describing the advance in Use Cases and the related generation of the standard  UCO/CASE 
in JSON format 

3. discussing possible solutions for handling large-sized file of evidence (a skype conference 
with Storro, a Dutch private company, specialized in sharing and manage large file size 
among a selected group of users, was organised)  

 
I think that the main aim of this meeting is to but it’s important to emphasize that nothing has 
been decided yet. 
 
EESP location, impact on e-CODEX and the other projects 

• We started with the figure showed during the KOM (Figure 1). The picture is similar to 
that showed in the first technical meeting but some modifications were introduced for 
a better representation of the evidence exchange between two authorities (Issuing 
State o recipient and Executing State or sender). In this new view the whole scenario 
has been divided/broken down into 5 phases. The starting and the end points will be 
a FL, supplied with the EESP. As already explained in the first meeting, when a FL is 
requested or needs to send an evidence to a PPO has to adopt the proper measures to 
guarantee the confidentiality, the integrity and the authenticity of the Evidence 
Package (EP) transferred. In this new version of the Figure 1, it has been pointed out 
that: 

• between the trusted FL and the PPO (national level) there is no exchange but transfer 
of the Evidence Package (Evidence Package or Evidence CASE are synonyms, both 
terms refer to the meta data of an Evidence represented in a standard way through 
the language CASE- https://casework.github.io/case/ - that leverages the ontology 



UCO - https://github.com/ucoProject/UCO) 
• the EESP application has to be distributed/installed/used in all trusted Forensic Labs 

(FLs) that will carry out the EP exchanging with their PPO of reference. Moreover, the 
EESP application will be at disposal of the PPO for checking the integrity of the EP and, 
optionally, reading the content to verify that it contains what is expected (see Figure 
2). (In the planned workshop with Legal and Technical communities we have to ask 
Judicial Authorities how they would like to be served by the EESP application). The 
EESP will communicate with the Reference Implementation, but in case a Member 
State uses its national solution the compatibility with the EESP has to be verified.  

• the transfer of the EP along with all data related to an EIO (e-Forms, etc.) between 
PPO and e-CODEX is in charge of Reference Implementation, (in the Figure 2 this 
scenario will be described in more details) 

• the Evidence Exchange occurs in e-CODEX (international) environment. The e-CODEX 
project plays the role of controller, not the role of processor or viewer of the Evidence 
Package 

 

Exchange between PPO (Executing State) and PPO (Issuing State) 
• Figure 2 - EESP location and impact on e-CODEX and other e-Evidence) - shows in 

details what it has already represented in the previous Figure 1: how the evidence 
exchange process between the two PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, takes place. 
The top part of the Figure 2 refers to FL and PPO Executing State side, the bottom 
part of the Figure 2 represents the FL and PPO Issuing State side, and in the middle, 
there is e-CODEX for exchanging the EP along with the further data related to the 
current EIO. The five lanes/rows correspond to the five items of the Figure 1 but they 
are represented with more details whose meaning is the following: 

• The FL, using the EESP at its disposal, after having carried out the forensic actions 
assigned by its PPO (e.g. search and seizure, forensic acquisition, etc.), (a) exports 
the EP consisting of all the meta data related to the case, and (b) add an encryption 
layer (represented with the external circle in yellow colour) for guaranteeing the 
secure transmission (more details on the encryption layer will be provided later, in the 
Figure 3 - First scenario: only EP (meta data only) 

• The PPO (Executing State), using the EESP application, must check the integrity of the 
EP (so the integrity check is in charge of the EESP app) and, optionally (it will depend 
on the national procedures/choices) may check the content for assuring that what the 
PPO requested to the FL has been really delivered (the EESP app will provide a read-
only view of the EP preventing the PPO from modifying the content). Eventually the 
PPO will transfer the EP to e-CODEX for its exchanging. The Figure 2 does not represent 
the Reference Implementation Portal that will add a further encryption level 
(represented with the external circle in pink colour) and transfer the EP to e-CODEX 

• The e-CODEX will add another additional encryption layer (represented with the 
external circle in light blue colour) and exchange the EP with the PPO Issuing State 
side. The EP will be treated as an attachment, due to the controller role played by e-
CODEX. 

• The PPO (Issuing State) will receive the package as it was originally sent by the FL 
(Executing State), that is EP plus the encryption layer. This process will be 
accomplished through the Reference Implementation (not represented in the Figure). 
The PPO will carry out the integrity check of the EP (once again the integrity check is 
in charge of the EESP app) and, optionally (it will depend on the national 



procedures/choices) may check the content for assuring that what the PPO (Issuing 
State) requested to the PPO (Executing State) has been really delivered (the EESP app 
will provide a read-only view of the EP to prevent the PPO from modifying the 
content). 

• The trusted FL (Issuing State side), using the EESP will be able to check the integrity 
and import the EP within the application for reading the content is an user-friendly 
way. 

•  

Three different scenarios for the EESP application 
Three different scenarios in which the EESP application may be part of the whole system, have 
been prepared:  

• First scenario: the file to be transmitted consists only of EP therefore only meta data 
is involving in the Exchange between the two PPOs  

• Second scenario: the file to be transmitted consists of EP (meta data) and data of 
small-sized file of evidence, whose size is less than 2 GB. The meta data includes a 
reference (path name) to the physical files (the aka Potential Evidence, or Trace from 
UCO/CASE point of view)  

• Third scenario: the file to be transmitted consists of EP (meta data) and data of large-
sized file of evidence, whose size is larger than 2 GB but less than 32 GB. The meta 
data includes a reference (web address) to the physical file 

 
First scenario: only EP (meta data only) 
Figure 3 - First scenario: only EP (meta data only) - shows the exchange process between the two 
PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, as already illustrated in Figure 2, but it puts the focus on the 
encryption layer added to the EP by the EESP application. The encryption task1 is accomplished in 
the following way:  

• the EESP generates a random symmetric key (SK) (it may have an expiration date / life 
period);  

• the Evidence Package (EP) is encrypted using the SK producing the EP_ENC file 
• the EESP generates a hash value from the EP_ENC an signed it with the Private Key of 

the FL, producing the EPHS file 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Manifest File (EMF) that describes the content of the 

file to be transmitted 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Package File (EPF) where EPF = EP_ENC + EPHS + EMF 

and transmit it to its PPO. It doesn’t seem necessary to encrypt the EMF file 
• the symmetric key SK is transmitted from the FL to its PPO using a different channel 

(by phone, by encrypted message, by hands, etc.)  
•  

The symmetric key SK will travel in the e-CODEX message in the same message of the EPF file or in 
a separate message. (to be decided).  The other parts of the Figure 3 have been already explained 
before. 
 
Second scenario: EP (meta data) and a small-sized file of Evidence 
Figure 4 - Second scenario: EP (meta data) and a small-sized file of Evidence - shows the exchange 
process between the two PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, as already illustrated in Figure 3, 

                                                        
1 Is it up to Member States to use the encryption layers? 



the only difference is the Small-Sized Evidence File (SSEF) containing the physical file of the 
Evidence. The total size must be less than 2 GB. The encryption task is more or less the same, but 
it also includes the SSEF. The encryption task is accomplished in the following way 

• the EESP generates a random symmetric key (SK);  
• the Evidence Package (EP) together with the Small-Sized Evidence File (SSEF) is 

composed in a single Evidence File (EF): EF = EP + SSEF 
• the Evidence File (EF) is encrypted using the SK, producing the EF_ENC file 
• the EESP generates a hash value from the EF_ENC an signed it with the Private Key of 

the FL, producing the EFHS file 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Manifest File (EMF) that describes the content of the 

file to be transmitted 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Package File(EPF) where EPF = EF_ENC + EFHS + EMF 

and transmit it to its PPO 
• the symmetric key SK is transmitted from the FL to its PPO using a different channel 

(by phone, by encrypted message, by hands, etc.)  
•  

The symmetric key SK will travel in the e-CODEX message in the same message of the EPF file or in 
a separate message. (to be decided). The other parts of the Figure have been already explained 
before. 
 
Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution A) 
Figure 5 - Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution A) - shows the 
exchange process between the two PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, as already illustrated in 
Figure 4, the only difference is the Large-Sized Evidence File (LSEF) containing the physical file of 
the Evidence. The total size should be between 2 GB and 32 GB (to be decided yet). The 
encryption task is more or less the same, but it also involves the LSEF. The encryption task is 
accomplished in the following way 

• the EESP generates a random symmetric key (SK);  
• the Large-Sized Evidence File (LSEF) is encrypted using the SK producing the LSEF_ENC 

file (by EESP) 
• the Evidence Package (EP) is encrypted using the SK producing the EP_ENC file 
• the EESP generates a hash value from the EP_ENC an signed it with the Private Key of 

the FL, producing the EPHS file 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Manifest File (EMF) that describes the content of the 

file to be transmitted 
• the EESP prepares the Evidence Package File(EPF) where EPF = EP_ENC + EPHS + EMF 

and transmit it to its PPO. It doesn’t seem necessary to encrypt the EMF  
• the symmetric key SK is transmitted from the FL to its PPO using a different channel 

(by phone, by encrypted message, by hands, etc.) a 
• the Large-Sized Evidence File Encrypted (LSEF_ENC) is moved to the Storage Area 

under the responsibility of the EC (module DB Unstructured Data?) 
 
The symmetric key SK will travel in the e-CODEX message in the same message of the EPF file or in 
a separate message. (to be decided).  
 



When the EPF arrives to the FL, Issuing State side, the EESP opening the package will realize the 
web address for downloading the physical file. The other parts of the Figure 5 have been already 
explained before. 
 
Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution B) 
Figure 6 - Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution B) - shows the 
exchange process between the two PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, as already illustrated in 
Figure 5. The only difference is that the Large-Sized Evidence File (LSEF) is not stored in the 
Storage Area under the responsibility of the EC, but in the Cloud Area of the FL (Executing 
State).This optimizes the download/upload time because only a download from the FL Issuing 
State is necessary to complete the Evidence Package exchange The encryption task is more or less 
the same, but it also involves the LSEF. The encryption task is accomplished in the following way: 

• same  bullet points as above, except for the last one that becomes: the Large-Sized 
Evidence File Encrypted (LSEF_ENC) is moved to the Cloud Area under the 
responsibility of the FL Executing State 

 
The symmetric key SK will travel in the e-CODEX message in the same message of the EPF file or in 
a separate message. (to be decided).  
 
When the EPF arrives to the FL, Issuing State side, the EESP opening the package will realize the 
web address for downloading the physical file. The other parts of the Figure 6 have been already 
explained before. 
 
Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution C) 
Figure 7 - Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution C) - shows the 
exchange process between the two PPOs involved in the EIO procedure, as already illustrated in 
Figure 5. The only difference is that the Large-Sized Evidence File (LSEF) is not stored in a Storage 
Area under the responsibility of the EC, but the LSEF is elaborated by a group of digital forensic 
experts who will be able to extract data, without any interpretation, and providing a query system 
for all the interested/involved stakeholders (Case Detective, Digital Investigator, Forensic Expert, 
Analyst, etc.)  
 
Third scenario: dealing with the large-sized file of Evidence and possible solutions 
Some general consideration on the three solutions presented: 

• the solution A entails (a) a cloud storage space management, (b) no specific forensic 
expertise, (c) file size limit (not above 32 GB), above that limit a secure courier remains the 
most sensible solution, (d) no privacy issues because the Large-Size Evidence File(LSEF) will 
remain on the Storage Area only the necessary time for completing the download 

• the solution B entails (a) a cloud storage space management only from the FL Executing 
State side, (b), (c( and (d( as specified above, but the whole process is faster because the 
transfer from the FL to its cloud area should be better 

• the solution C entails (a) a cloud storage space management, (b) a high forensic expertise 
for extracting Potential Evidence (Trace), (c) the expertise for developing a query system 
with controlled access, (d)no file size limit, (d) some privacy issues: the data should remain 
for a longer time, until the investigation has come to an end, (e) the query system may not 
be necessary in case of a video or other source of evidence that don’t need to be 
processed. 

 



Anyway, most agree on the consideration that we have to think of a solution at European level not 
a National level. 
 

Video conference with Storro 
• The conference was organised for exploring other technical solutions for exchanging 

and sharing large-sized file, taking into account the expertise developed at Storro in 
this field. 

• Friso Stoffer, from Storro, gave an excellent presentation about the technology they 
have developed. Their technology is based on: 

• Encryption: all data is encrypted 
• Compartmentalization: the encrypted data is cut into small ‘data chunks’ 
• Decentralization: the ‘data chunks’ are sent directly to the trusted devices and/or 

cloud providers 
• The main advantages of this technology are: 

• Exchange files without the need to trust an external party  
• The data is not all in one central location  
• Secure, scalable and robust infrastructure  
• Download/Upload optimization 

•  
• Storro benefits when exchanging large files: 
• Storro has no limits on data/file size. Files of 200Gb will not be a problem. 
• Due to our technology of compartmentalization, downloads can be interrupted and 

(at a later moment) continued without loss of data or the need to 'start the entire 
download over again'. 

• Download speed is increased when downloading from multiple locations (due to peer-
to-peer technology) 

•  
• Storro benefits in terms of security: 
•  
• Data is encrypted locally (at rest) and in addition shared over an encrypted connection 
• Files are shared directly to the intended recipient, without the need to store the file 

first at an external service provider 
• Access rights can be allocated at a case/project level, without administrative burden 
•  
• At the end of the presentation a lot of questions were asked, in particular 

- Can Storro communicate with external application (API)? No at the moment, a 
customization of the software can implement this feature 

- …to be completed with the audio recorded. 

Presentation on e-CODEX, e-Evidence 
 
• Huub gave a presentation on the business model related to EIO for the e-Evidence and  e-

CODEX. The presentation described the following procedures:  
• Initiate procedure 
• Negotiate 
• Execute 

 



A Scenario(s) overview has been presented as well. 
 

• Djamila gave a presentation on e-Evidence Digital Exchange System and the Reference 
Implementation Portal (RI) and some points have been cleared. For instance, in the picture 
(slide 4) of the main component of the RI: 

• the component Request/Preparation Sending is in charge of the e-Forms to be 
sent for the EIO 

• the component Request/Receiving Parsing is in charge of the received e-Forms of 
the EIO 

• the DB Unstructured Data should handle the store of the Evidence Package and 
also for depositing the larged-size file of evidence in case of solution A (see  Third 
scenario, solution A) 

 

Use Cases developed on a real scenario (EIO) 
 

Description of Use Cases A and B 
• Mattia gave a presentation of two of three Use Cases already identified in the first 

technical meeting. The Use Cases are imagined following the issue of an EIO.  
• The two Use Cases are both based on a “Drug Trafficking” crime 
• The Public Prosecutor Office (PPO) in Austria issues an EIO to Italy for requesting a 

“provisional measures to prevent destruction, transformation, moving, transfer or disposal 
of items that may be used as evidence” (Annex A, section C, last checkbox).  

• The PPO in Italy, in accordance with the national law, authorizes the search and seizure 
activity on the suspect with the related warrant, and assigns the task to the local Law 
Enforcement Agency/Forensic Lab  

• The PPO of the Issuing State, through a sequel of the previous EIO (Annex A, Section D – 
Relation to an earlier EIO) requests to extract data of the seized item (smartphone) and to 
exchange the potential evidence via electronic means 

• Eventually the PPO of the Executing State, communicates, through the EIO, that both 
acquisitions, logical and physical, are possible and it is also possible to electronically 
exchange them although in different time periods. 

 
Software utility for generating the CASE package in JSON format 

The caseGenerator application, Figure 8 - caseGenerator application screenshot – for Windows 
and Mac, has been developed for easily managing the information related to the two cases 
described above. The same application will be used for the other Use Cases as well. 
The caseGenerator application is able to manage all the involved objects of the two cases, in 
particular: 

• Identity 
• Roles 
• Relationship 
• Location 
• Authorization (Warrant) 
• Tool 
• Provenance Record 
• Investigative Action 
• Trace (Mobile device, SIM, File, Disk partition, Computer, Phone account, Message) 



 
The two CASE packages in JSON format have been produced and their visualisation have been 
presented using a browser with the JSON extension (JSONview) for their interpretation. 
 
The Evidence package of the Use Cases in CASE/JSON will be provided to CETIC as soon as 
possible for running tests on the EESP application. 
 
 

EESP application: architecture and development 
• The Ontology Repository Services (ORS) - https://github.com/cetic/ORS has been 

presented as a general solution to deal with the UCO ontology allowing the CRUD 
(Create, Read, Update, Delete) relying on API REST. 

• The EESP application will be implemented as a ORS project based on CASE/UCO 
ontology 

• The general architecture of the EESP application has been presented (Figure 9 - 
general architecture of the EESP application) 

• The EESP app will be equipped with Extensions for Starting a new/ editing an existing 
case - completed 

• Importing Case document – completed under testing  
• Exporting Case document – under development  
• Packaging (encryption) of one (or more?) case documents (with attachments) 
• minimum required role of a national reference implementation (MLA support) 
• Client for Integration with e-codex 
• The EESP updated timeline is the following: 
• End June (Vienna Meeting) – Demo with Import/export 
• End or September – e-Codex Client (?) 
• October – Integration: Packaging and Manifest 
• End of October – 1st EESP release (CASE document management, case package) 

 
 



 
Figure 1: EESP, Reference Implementation and e-CODEX: overview of the whole system/scenario



 

 
 

Figure 2: EESP location and impact on e-CODEX and other e-Evidence



 
Figure 3: First scenario: only EP (meta data only) 



 
 

Figure 4: Second scenario: EP (meta data) and a small-sized file of Evidence 



 
Figure 5: Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution A) 



 
Figure 6: Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution B)



 
Figure 7: Third scenario: EP (meta data) and a large-sized file of Evidence (solution C) 



 
Figure 8: caseGenerator application screenshot 



 
Figure 9: general architecture of the EESP application 


